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Minutes of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

Ott Wednesday, April 29, 1964. The Board met in the Board Room at

10:00 a.m.

PRESENT: Mr. Martin, Chairman

Mr. Balderston, Vice Chairman

Mr. Mills
Mr. Robertson 1/
Mr. Shepardson
Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Daane

Mr. Sherman, Secretary

Mr. Kenyon, Assistant Secretary

Mr. Noyes, Adviser to the Board

Mr. Cardon, Legislative Counsel

Mr. Fauver, Assistant to the Board

Mr. Hackley, General Counsel

Mr. Brill, Director, Division of Research

and Statistics

Mr. Farrell, Director, Division of Bank
Operations

Mt. Solomon, Director, Division of
Examinations

Mr. Johnson, Director, Division of
Personnel Administration

Mr. Shay, Assistant General Counsel

Mr. Hooff, Assistant General Counsel

Mr. Partee, Adviser, Division of Research

and Statistics

Mr. Dembitz, Associate Adviser, Division of

Research and Statistics

Mr. Leavitt, Assistant Director, Division

of Examinations

Mr. Sprecher, Assistant Director, Division

of Personnel Administration

Mrs. Semia, Technical Assistant, Office of

the Secretary
Mr. Hricko, Senior Attorney, Legal Division

Mr. Sanders, Attorney, Legal Division

Mr. Eckert, Chief, Banking Section, Division

of Research and Statistics

Mr. Egertson, Supervisory Review Examiner,

Division of Examinations

hdrew from meeting at point indicated in minutes.
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Mr. White, Review Examiner, Division of
Examinations

Mr. Hart, Personnel Assistant, Division

of Personnel Administration

Circulated items. The following items, copies of which are

attached to these minutes under the respective item numbers indicated,

Iler'e approved unanimously:

ter to Wachovia Bank and Trust Company, Winston-

North Carolina, approving the establishment
el a branch approximately one-half mile north of the

ty limits of Winston-Salem.

tter to Marine Midland Trust Company of Central New

tijz, Syracuse, New York, approving an extension of
4'4te to establish a branch on Erie Boulevard East.

tettrs er to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

T4ax9-ing the application of First State Bank, Monahans,

11,-,.asy for continuation of deposit insurance after with-
-31a1 from membership in the Federal Reserve System.

tette
bak r to the Attorney General for the State of South
liajta regarding the merger of three State banks into

i°nal Bank of South Dakota, Sioux Falls, South Dakota.

been distributed a memorandum dated April 24, 1964, from the Division

Item No.

1

2

3

Application of County Trust Company, Tenafly, New Jersey. There

341111nations, with other pertinent papers, regarding the application

or 0
csuntY Trust Company, Tenafly, New Jersey, for permission to merge

'41th 'rile First National Bank of Park Ridge, Park Ridge, New Jersey. The

blyi..01 on recommended approval.

At the Board's request, Mr. Leavitt commented in supplementation

th
e memorandum, after which he responded to several questions asked

by

°Irernor Mills in the interest of clarification.
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The Chairman then called upon the members of the Board for

eXPressions of their views, in response to which Governor Mills stated

that he would approve, although in his judgment this was a very close

ceze because it marked a further attrition in the number of independent

/41-lts in the area. However, the area was densely populated and had

services available from a large variety of competing banks, including

Ilelr York City banks. He noted that, as Mr. Leavitt had mentioned, there

114 Pending before the Comptroller of the Currency a proposal to merge

Citizens National Bank of Englewood, Englewood, New Jersey, and The

liElekensack Trust Company, Hackensack, New Jersey. That proposal) on

ich the Board would have to make a competitive factor report to the

C°1311)troller, constituted another step in the trend toward elimination of

114ePendent units in this area of New Jersey. Because of the trend

(lerinitely exhibited, this was a marginal case, in Governor Mills, view,

134ton balance he would approve.

Governor Robertson concurred in the thought that this was a

L(:41e case. He cited the expansion-mindedness of the applicant bank,

the i
441'ge premium being offered, and, in his view, the lack of any real

need or advantage to be derived from the proposed merger. On the

(414" handl there was a minimum of competition between the two institu-

tl°11s, and there were a great number of other banking facilities avail-

in the market area. Consequently) he would go along with the

l'e()Illtilen.dation of the Division of Examinations.
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Governor Shepardson stated that he would follow the recomenda-

tion of the Division, and the remaining members of the Board also

Irdicated that they would approve.

The application was thereupon approved unanimously, it being

1111(lerstood that the Legal Division would prepare for the Board's

c°11sideration a draft of order and statement reflecting this decision.

Messrs. Hricko, Egertson, and White then withdrew and Messrs.

't°1-111g, Adviser to the Board and Director, Division of International

Hexter, Assistant General Counsel, and Furth, Adviser, Division

°t laternational Finance, entered the room.

Payment of interest on deposits. On April 13, 1964, the Board

8•11e Preliminary consideration to the nature of a reply to be made to

Et re
quest dated March 24, 1964, from Chairman Robertson of the Senate

--uuttee on Banking and Currency for the Board's views on the merits

"egulation Q, Payment of Interest on Deposits, and on the general

kIlleY of regulating the rates of interest paid on savings deposits

umed to include time deposits). At the conclusion of the discussion,

ataff was requested to develop material regarding the pros and cons

ot ,
tue issue that would assist the Board in arriving at a position. Such

44erlal, Prepared by Mr. Partee, was attached to a distributed memorandum

lili°111Mr. Brill dated April 27, 1964.

As background for consideration of Chairman Robertson's request,
the

Illemorandum explained that the subject came up in the testimony of the

4/29/64

the
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Comptroller of the Currency on S. 2576, a bill to liberalize the limi-

tations on real estate loans by national banks. The Comptroller had

strongly attacked Regulation Q, both in testimony and in a prepared

statement submitted later. His conclusion was that "neither ceiling

l's*tes on deposits nor the standby authority to impose them are likely

t0 bring improvements in the social welfare. On the contrary, they are

likely to produce much damage."

Chairman McMurray of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board attended

the hearing and later submitted a letter stating that his agency "strongly

01711—
,-,

4 ses the elimination of the statutory authority for Regulation Q," and

that "elimination of that authority at this time would lead to serious

1114esirable consequences," stemming mainly from excessive interest rate

e°1qe.tition for savings and a probable further deterioration in the

(1Q411tY of credit. Mr. McMurray conceded that if "one group is limited

41d others are not, there is a competitive disadvantage." He also

16410.ized that there might be an argument against the necessity of

r,.c°1:1ti
-uous regulation. Therefore, the Home Loan Bank Board would appar-

elitlY be inclined to support "the type of standby control offered by the

Sclki •
41stration in S. l799," which would permit interest rate regulation

c°mmercial bank time and savings deposits upon a determination of
()ye r

'and. provide for similar authority regarding the limitation of rates

or
14t erest or dividends paid by Federal Home Loan Bank System member

11/4titutions.
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The sections of S. 1799 relating to interest rate regulation,

the memorandum continued, were essentially identical to the recommenda-

ti0ns of the president's Committee on Financial Institutions, contained

in 4.q
4-k,s report of April 1963. The Committee stated its belief "that the

Pose served by continuous regulation of interest rates on time and

e'vings deposits would be served equally well by standby authority to

l'se maximum rates, and that this regulation should apply as well to

11°I:a3ank financial institutions that accept deposits or shares. The

3/41dbY authority might be invoked either to help assure the continued

slIfetY of the institutions or to promote the stability of the economy.

In 
exercising this authority, the supervisory agencies should be permitted

t° establish, at their discretion, different maximum rates for different

Lints according to type, holder, maturity, or other characteristics."

1111an Martin, as a member of the Committee, signed the report; he

41Sn 
testified in favor of eliminating rate ceilings, as far as savings

•L4)sits and time deposits beyond the "30, 60, and 90-day area" were

onQe

rfled, in hearings before the House Banking and Currency Committee

1962. However, the Board did not appear to have gone on record

Itithis matter.

The memorandum then mentioned a number of positions the Board

1)1C .o4
Provision for continuous regulation of interest rates on corn-

bait time and savings deposits, and advocate extension of regula-

tIo4 to
savings and loan associations as well, as a desirable and at

Q0111.6.

adopt in replying to Senator Robertson. It could support the
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times necessary check on market competition. It could support abandon-

tent of interest rate regulation altogether, as the Comptroller of the

Currie 
ney proposed, on the grounds that such regulation interfered

Ileedlessly with the forces of free institutional competition. The Board

could join Mr. McMurray in supporting the concept of standby regulatory

Etiltalority, applying to both insured banks and Home Loan Bank System

nietabers• Or the Board could support one of these last two options in

1)1111ciple, but express doubt that the present would be a good time to

811qend Regulation Q ceilings.

The memorandum discussed economic pros and cons that the Board

1111€1'ht want to take into account in reaching its decision, noting that

there 
might also be considerations relating to legal interpretation,

111Dervisory policy, public relations, and relationships with other

°Nrerrurient agencies.

At the Boardts request, Mr. Partee sketched the complexities

°lithe issue. Among the arguments in favor of retaining Regulation Q

that it provided an anchor for the structure of institutional

l'Ettss; that in the absence of regulation, a general move toward higher

tes would be limited only by the inability of institutions to cover

thei .
4'1" interest costs on time and savings deposits, with consequent

1'40PW.m
of asset quality in the search for higher earnings; that there

Ve.a
4 question as to the ability of the bank examination process to keep

'4411 reasonable limits any pervasive tendency toward lower quality
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assets that might occur; that at times in recent years variable interest

rate ceilings had served as a helpful accessory to monetary policy; and

that, assuming advocacy of the principle of prohibition of payment of

interest on demand deposits, there was the problem of protection of that

1311neiple in the absence of limitation of interest rates payable on time

slici savings deposits.

The principal argument in favor of eliminating Regulation Q1

Pare e pointed out, was a preference for free markets over controlled

1114rkets. The free market environment of savings and loan associations

44(lbeen an important factor in their growth. A second argument for

Ethandonment was the inequity of limiting commercial banks when other

114tituti0n5 were not similarly limited: this argument would of course

be
Yitiated if savings and loan associations were also made subject to

itIte 
rest rate regulation. Third, the relatively close relationship in

l'eeellt years between ceilings under Regulation Q and market rates had

reallited in a reduction in bank liquidity. With rates within reaching

41st ance of competition, banks had attracted billions of dollars of

short

sits open account, and large savings deposits, which they had in-

-term funds in the form of negotiable certificates of deposit, time

c4 in longer term instruments. These funds they would be likely to

their rates did not remain broadly competitive.

Placing the regulatory authority on a standby basis, Mr. Partee

°rItih„
had some advantages from the standpoint of flexibility, and,
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more importantly, from the standpoint that savings and loan associations

a8 veil as banks might be subjected to regulation on that basis. Although

this would be an important competitive improvement, from the standpoint

01r
 
bank supervision, it would not lessen either the analytical problems

the Board would face when considering removal or reinstatement of ceil-

148) or administrative problems such as the definition of savings

deAosits. Also, under the terms of S. 1799, any change in ceilings ap-

138.1bentlY would require agreement among the Board, the Federal Deposit

1411rance Corporation, and the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, which might

4t ttmes be difficult to achieve.

Chairman Martin then called for general discussion, and Governor

stated his position that the existing formula under Regulation Q

44ithe existing authority should be retained. He was not in favor of

astarldbY authority, because he felt that under it a ceiling, once

l'en°ved, would be difficult if not impossible to reinstate until after

the,
'gorse was out of the barn. Conversely, after a ceiling was removed,

als with authority to reinstate it might be prone to act too

11144t115r. The over-all problem seemed to present a division in thinking

bel4een the practical realities of bank supervision, with its responsi-

bilities for exerting influence and authority to foster sound banking

Etctlees, on the one hand, and on the other the economic theorizing,

%lhiell had some persuasiveness, that free markets would justify the

el14144tion of controls and provide a better allocation and flow of

l'es°11lices from one financial area to another. He noted, incidentally,
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ere had been in the past discussions of the thesis that commercial

batiks should divest themselves entirely of the time and savings deposit

ktlation, letting those activities reside with other financial inter-

nlecliaries. The recent phenomenon of extreme exuberance in soliciting

till* and savings deposits might not be permanent. He reiterated his

tIllt personal belief that the present law and present authority vested

Ill the Board to impose rate ceilings should be retained.

Governor Robertson said that his previously-expressed views had

lot changed. He would support the recommendation of the Committee on

?itiarlcial Institutions for standby authority over rates payable on

ecThIrlercial bank time and savings deposits if that was necessary in order

to have authority given to the Federal Home Loan Bank Board to impose

ellings on dividends payable on share accounts at savings and loan

Etssc)elations. However, he did not believe that S. 1799 represented the

best u
-BY to accomplish the purpose. If legislation was called for, he

vow.,
'4 favor merely a substitution of the word "moe for "shall" in the

151'esent statute, and raise the rate ceilings to a level that would

e

'Astitute a standby authority. This authority would be one that the

toa,„4
vould be exercising constantly. It would not involve the same

--Lculties as a purely standby authority if effective ceilings had to
be re

tMPosed at some future time. Although these were his convictions

III Pr n
1---eiPle, he nevertheless regarded the present as a bad time to make

4 cham,
-goe. He thought the importance of timing must be stressed. Many
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that had increased their interest rates should not have done so.

make a change now could therefore have undesirable results. Savings

841:1 loan associations could be placed in a difficult position, and this

inturn could redound to the disadvantage of the commercial banks. If

the time to act could be chosen, he would prefer a period of downswing,

hen banks would not be reaching for deposits as they were at present.

13anks could then work gradually into a situation in which they would

rtiset competition on a basis of rates they could afford to pay. In

EllanarY, if the Board must take a position now, he would support the

l'eeommendation of the Committee on Financial Institutions for rate

811UtTity across the board, but with a warning that timing was very

114130Itant and this was not the time to act.

Governor Shepardson commented that basically he was inclined

to the idea of a free market and no regulation, but the more he had

list ened to the discussions of banker groups that had visited the Board

l'ecentlY, the more he questioned whether such a move would be wise. He

latt
8 concerned about the competitive aspects of the problem. It seemed

to 
'4 
1„.
1-1z, that it would be desirable, if feasible, to bring nonbank finan-

Qial
institutions under regulation similar to that imposed upon the banks.

Ile 41
so regarded Governor Robertsonts point about timing as significant.

$e
cillestioned the merits of standby authority because a situation that

416.1te

call for reinstatement of ceilings would also, by its very nature,

instatement difficult. In summary, his conclusion was that this
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not the time to make a change except, if possible, to have limita-

ti°11s placed on nonbank financial institutions competing for the savings

cicalar.

Governor Mitchell agreed that the present was not the time for

Ileti°n. While he believed that it would be desirable eventually to

I tlerve the ceilings on interest payable on time and savings deposits,

Ile had difficulty in knowing how to get rid of them without inviting

1)11Actices that would in effect amount to the payment of interest on

cleZand deposits. He regarded changes in ceiling rates as more of a

nielt/etarY policy decision than a regulatory decision, and did not want

to Share the authority to make such a decision with the Federal Deposit

148,
anee Corporation and the Federal Home Loan Bank Board. If the

co4sultation called for in S. 1799 meant that before making a change

they,
Board must get the consent of those agencies, he would be opposed.

holfever, it merely meant that the other agencies must be informed

844,i
ven an opportunity to voice any objections they might have, with-

locking Board action, he would not object. He was basically in

4N5ath-Y with coming to a situation where bankers were able to fix the

8 they paid without any interference from supervisory agencies, but

hf44,
J-u not think that such a day should be expected to arrive automat-

Bankers needed more experience in setting their rates, which

they
were now getting. Expression of views such as he had outlined, in

y. rePi.E- -0 Chairman Robertson's inquiry, would be in the nature of op-

to S. 1799 as presently drawn.
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Governor Daane expressed concurrence with the recommendation

Or the President's Committee on Financial Institutions for standby

eatthority, with considerable flexibility in its possible application

to different types of deposits. The inclusion of savings and loan

4880ciations within the standby authority would be a definite advantage.

Re 
believed the Committee had contemplated that the existence of the

at/41411Y authority would in itself act as a deterrent to payment of

ecessive rates of interest, and therefore that it would be used rather

14trequently. His awn conclusion, however, was that the proper use of

the
standby authority would be to have it in effect more often than not.

111 the current context, he would not want to make any change to remove

the
rate ceilings.

In response to an inquiry by Governor Robertson, there ensued

Et dis
cussion of the apparent intent of the interagency consultation

4d for in S. 1799 and contemplated by the President's Committee

Pirlaricia_i

ltay. have ttad
Institutions. It appeared that, although the Committee

in mind relatively informal consultation, under the terms

c/rthe 
proposed legislation there would have to be a fair measure of

eltteement before any of the agencies could take action. It was ob-

4erved, 
however, that even if the Federal Home Loan Bank Board should

be 1141/111ing to agree to a proposed action on ceiling rates, banks

.1°11-1(1 be no worse off on a competitive basis than they now were, with
4

ali" •"-4-1-43•tion applying to rates paid by savings and loan associations.
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At the the same time, though, the competitive improvement sought in the

Proposed legislation could hardly be realized unless there was effective

e°4aultation with the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.

Governor Balderston commented that the fundamentals of the

Problem bothered him: although he believed in free markets, he had to

nialze an exception for demand deposits, which carried him to the realm

1/11cler discussion. He would support a move that would bring savings and

1°811 associations under rate ceiling regulation, and would stress the

IrcIrd "may" in the authority as distinct from "shall." He would hope

thai.
" 4n the reply to be sent to Chairman Robertson a distinction would

be
between (1) the long-run solution embodied in legislation and

(2) he — problem that demanded attention at the moment. He agreed with

those 
who regarded rate ceiling regulation as a monetary policy instrument

or s •
ignificance. The increase in permissible rates of interest under

kg/llation Q made effective at the beginning of 1962 had had a far-

reaching
impact on commercial banking in this country, perhaps more

thala
44Y other single move he had observed during his tenure as a member

t he Board. He would not want to see the control of 
ceiling rates for

banks shared with other supervisory agencies except on an informal

More specifically, he would not want to see that control shared

to the 
Point where another agency could veto an action that the Board

4 advisable. Therefore, he felt that the letter to Chairman

kbert

41tirkg

8on should carefully differentiate between informal discussion

the three agencies and the authority to act, which certainly
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°I.Ight to remain with the Board as to member banks. The letter might

discuss the problem in the long run, but it should make clear that the

illanediate problem was that the adoption of any statute should not force

the Board to move from the present control to a standby. It would be

01e thing to place the authority on a standby basis when rates were

d°1/11to 2 per cent; it would be another thing to do so when there were

41111(38t $11 billion of negotiable time certificates of deposit outstanding,

Irlth higher rates a likely prospect if ceilings were removed.

Chairman Martin expressed the understanding that Chairman

Robertson's inquiry reached only to the merits of Regulation Q and the

€enera-1- question of regulating interest rates on time and savings deposits.

liewent on to say that his own tentative position was in agreement with

the View that it would not be desirable to have any legislation enacted

that 
direct the Board to remove at any given moment any controls

that,
the Board thought should remain. The Board's reply to Chairman

Robe
ltson should emphasize the timing problem.

His personal preference, Chairman Martin continued, would be

to
'111ove rate ceilings entirely from time and savings deposits at some

131411ts Yet he could see some merit in the standby arrangement, even with
the

64111inistrative difficulties it might create. Accordingly, he was

to go along with the recommendation of the Committee on Financial

114tit,4.,
"‘-tons and accept the administrative difficulties. In any event,

4
Nzily

- to Chairman Robertson's letter apparently would have to be couched

111 term
- of a rather general discussion, in something of a scholarly vein,
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°r the pros and cons of the issues raised. The majority view within

the Board., it seemed, was that while the standby authority was accept-

able in principle, a move to it should not be immediate but should await

the first reasonable opportunity. Since the Board was certainly not

united on all aspects of the question, perhaps the best service it could

lV 
Chairman Robertson would be to provide as good a digest as possible,

b4twith an indication that the majority position within the Board favored

ti*fing at an appropriate time toward standby control, as recommended by

the
Committee on Financial Institutions. He suggested that the staff

on a draft of reply along those lines for the Board's consideration,

44140 disagreement with this procedure was indicated.

Governor Shepardson stated, to clarify his position, that he

'44-11 basically favor the idea of no restrictions, if such a change could

be cs.0
':-Lfected at a time free from the present pressures. He regarded the

o,stEtr
'`'Y authority as a worse situation than a continuing regulation,

1141A,-8S •
it was argued that acceptance of the standby basis was the only

14Y t0 by some control over rates paid by nonbank financial institutions.
en, 

then, he thought its merits were doubtful.

Governor Balderston suggested that thought be given to including

rep.Ly to be made to Chairman Robertson a recommendation that in
the

‘t'l'ovision of section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act prohibiting payment

4terest on demand deposits "directly or indirectly, by any device

14ziatsoe,
--ery" the word "indirectly" be clarified.
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Messrs. Cardon, Noyes, Hexter, Shay, Hooff, Partee, Dembitz,

Purth, and Eckert then withdrew.

Retirement System earnings (Item No. 5). There had been dis-

tl'ibuted a memorandum dated April 23, 1964, from the Division of

Personnel Administration regarding distribution of excess earnings

of the Retirement System of the Federal Reserve Banks.

Pursuant to action at the meeting of the Board on April 7, 1964,

l'egarding various proposals relating to the Retirement System, the Board

484 sent a letter on April 10 to Mr. Hayes, Chairman of the Conference

Presidents of the Federal Reserve Banks, stating, among other things,

tlat "The Board is not prepared, at this time, to approve a proposal for

11.stribution of excess earnings of the Retirement System." In its

414'11 23 memorandum, the Division of Personnel Administration referred

to the recommendation of the Subcommittee on Personnel of the Presidents'

e°11terence that the Retirement System provide for the equitable distribu-

tio„
' of excess earnings of the Retirement System to active members,

1)ellsioners and their beneficiaries, and the employing Banks, by the

411cleation of such earnings on a pro-rata basis, after the interest rate

vas
111creased to 3-1/2 per cent and the Reserve for Income Equalization

èticl -e Reserve Against Investments had reached prescribed maximums, to

Retirement Reserve Account, Annuity Accumulation Account, and Pension

411112111-lation Account. It was pointed out that Mr. Hayes, at the time

°hairman of the Conference of Presidents, informed the Board in a

the

lett 
er dated January 31, 1964, that the Conference had approved various
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liecommendations of the Subcommittee, and stated that "In approving the

SUbcommittee's recommendation for treatment of earnings of the Retirement

System in excess of actuarial requirements for all of the Retirement

SYstemts accounts, the Conference recognized that it will be necessary

to develop specific procedures governing the distributions recommended."

The memorandum of the Personnel Division then set forth certain

circumstances related principally to the necessity to ascertain from

Internal Revenue Service whether the tax-exempt status of the Retirement

Ssteirt would be jeopardized by revisions being made in the Rules and

Regillations of the Retirement System to effectuate the changes in benefits

that were in process of adoption. These circumstances had prompted

11r. I3eming, Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Retirement System,

to ask if the Board would be willing to consider at this time a proposal

11°1" distribution of excess earnings of the Retirement System if it were

resubmitted accompanied by specific procedures governing distribution.

Governor Robertson stated that he was not in favor of doing

8415/11ing about "cutting a melon." In his view, excess earnings should

be 
Used for the purpose of reducing the contributions of the Reserve

11"'k8' He suggested that the words "at this time" be eliminated from

he iadication given to the Conference of Presidents of the Board's

4111'11 7 action.

Governor Mills expressed the belief that the Trustees of the

rement System should be allowed to present a detailed earnings
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distribution plan to the Board for consideration. It would be important

for the Board to see examples of what such a distribution would mean to

the individual pension benefits of members of the Retirement System. He

believed that such examples would show that the benefits to be received

bY individuals would be minimal, although the amount of money involved

Illight be substantial for the System as a whole. Since the contributions

01' the Banks and of the members of the Retirement System had drawn interest

many years and had built up the reserve funds, there was some ground

saying that the members should be permitted to enjoy a fractional

benefit. He hesitated to cut the proposal short without giving a hearing

to the Trustees.

Governor Robertson then withdrew from the meeting.

Governor Daane expressed concern that an indication that the

/3°11trd was willing to listen to a proposal might by implication be con-

as probable acceptance of any formula proposed. If the Board was

(11313°sed in principle to a distribution of excess earnings, it should not

a'sk that a formula be submitted.

Governor Mills remarked that such an implication could be avoided

language that would make it clear that the Board merely was willing

to b
ve the subject elaborated to a greater extent so that it might have

the p
'1111 benefit of the Trustees' thinking. In response to a statement

*. Johnson that the formula that would be submitted no doubt would be
the

same as that originally proposed by the Subcommittee on personnel,
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°rovernor Mills commented that the original proposal lacked specific

exa2nples. He thought it quite important for the Board to know partic-

41arly what bearing adoption of the proposal would have on the benefits

l'eceived by active and retired members of the Retirement System. It

/las necessary to know whether a large amount would accrue to each member,

Or 'whether the importance of the proposal had been exaggerated.

Governor Mitchell expressed the view that the Board did not have

844qUate information on which to base a decision as to the desirability

°t a1lowing excess Retirement System earnings to accumulate. First,

there was the question of the sufficiency of the reserves from the stand-

of dealing with various contingencies. Also, he felt there was an

equitY issue involved that the record did not fully disclose. When the

lIclard said it was disinclined to do anything "at this time" on the earnings

distribution proposal) he had understood that this was intended to provide

44 °PPortunity for it to think further about the subject.

As the discussion proceeded, it was brought out that an element

°t timing was involved, for there was the problem of presenting to Internal

"Ile Service for review as to effect on the tax-exempt status of the

Reti
ent system all changes in the Rules and Regulations of the Retire-

System that were in prospect of adoption in the near future. It

ee
desirable, therefore, that the Board decide whether it would be

%111irg 
to consider a specific proposal for the distribution of excess

eflrai
ngs. If the Board should be willing, and if upon such consideration
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It indicated tentative approval of such a proposal, this could be part

Of the package of changes in the Rules and Regulations of the Retirement

SYstem that Counsel for the Retirement System would submit to the Internal

Revenue Service to obtain its reaction. In this connection, Chairman

Martin was explicit in his view that it would not be desirable to have

submitted to the Internal Revenue Service, even informally, any earnings

4stribution proposal that had not previously been submitted to, and

tentatively approved by, the Board.

Chairman Martin then suggested that a letter be sent to President

.
-411g indicating, without commitment one way or the other, that the

11°11rd would be willing to take a look at a proposal for the distribution

Of excess earnings of the Retirement System if such a proposal were

Submitted in company with specific procedures governing distribution and

Specific examples of its application. There was general agreement with

this
suggested approach.

A copy of the letter sent to President Deming pursuant to this

derIlli standing is attached as Item No. 5.

The meeting then adjourned.

Secretary's Note: Pursuant to the recommen-

dation contained in a memorandum from the

Legal Division, Governor Shepardson today

approved on behalf of the Board acceptance of

the resignation of Walter P. Doyle, Attorney

in that Division, effective at the close of

business May 22, 1964.

\ (

Secretary
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551

Board of Directors,
Wachovia Bank and Trust Company,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

Gentlemen:

Item NO. l
4/29/64

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE
TO THE eawao

April 291 1964

The Board of Governors of the Federal

Reserve System approves the establishment of a

branch by Wachovia Bank and Trust Company on

U. S. Highway 52, approximately one-half mile

north of the city limits of Winston-Salem, in

Forsyth County, North Carolina, provided the

branch is established within one year from the,

date of this letter.

Very truly yours,

(signed) Karl E. Bakke

Karl E. Bakke,
Assistant Secretary.

(The letter to the Reserve Bank stated that the

Board also had approved a six-month extension

of the period allowed to establish the branch;

and that if an extension should be requested)

the procedure prescribed in the Board's letter

of November 9, 1962 (S-1846), should be followed.)



BOARD OF GOVERNORS Item No. 2
OF THE 1I./29/61.

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

April 29) 1964

Board of Directors,
Marine Midland Trust Company of
Central New York,

Syracuse, New York.

Gentlemen:

The Board of Governors of the Federal

Rdserve System extends to April 5, 1965, the time
Within which Marine Midland Trust Company of

Central New York may establish an in-town branch
at 700-730 Erie Boulevard East.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Karl E. Bakke

Karl E. Bakke,
Assistant Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS Item No. 3
OF THE 4/29/64

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, O. C. 20551

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE
TD THE BOARD

April 29, 1964

The Honorable Joseph W. Barr,
Chairman,
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,
Washington, D. C. 20429

Dear Mr. Barr:

Reference is made to your letter of April 13,
1964, concerning the application of First State Bank,
Monahans, Texas, for continuance of deposit insurance after
Withdrawal from membership in the Federal Reserve System.

There have been no corrective programs urged
Upon the bank, or agreed to by it, which have not been
fully consummated, and, in the Board's opinion, there are
no such programs that it would be advisable to incorporate
as conditions of admitting the bank to membership in the
Corporation as a nonmember of the Federal Reserve System.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Karl E. Bakke

Karl E. Bakke,
Assistant Secretary.



BOARD OF GOVERNORS

OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551

The Honorable Frank L. Farrar,Attorney General,
State of South Dakota,
Pierre, South Dakota.

Dear Mr. Farrar:

A

Item No. 4
4/29/64

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

April 29, 1964.

thr:k 

Your letter of April 17, 1964, regarding the merger of
ee State banks in South Dakota into the National Bank of South

;ota, has been transmitted to the Board of Governors by the
deral Reserve Bank of Minneapolis.

It is understood that you wish to be advised whether or
cot. the National Bank of South Dakota or the First Bank Stock

then ration of Minneapolis, Minnesota; obtained permission froma4 Attorney General of the United States for the merger in question,
ob, 41so whether approval for this merger was requested of and
'alned from the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

the Att 
There is no Federal statute under which the permission of

summ °rney General of the United States is necessary before con-
to d tion of a bank merger, although the banks involved might wish
his'lacuss a proposed merger with the Attorney General in view of

reePonsibilities under the Federal antitrust laws.

44ym Under the so-called Bank Merger Act of 1960 (12 U.S.C. 1828(c)),
the r erg of insured banks must have the prior approval of either
Reso-°111Ptroller of the Currency, the Board of Governors of the Federal

-tve System, or the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, depend-
the nature of the resulting bank. In this instance the

bank ting bank, the National Bank of South Dakota, was a national
CoRintand, accordingly, it was necessary for prior approval of the
the r°11er of the Currency to be obtained. It is understood that

Merger was approved by the Comptroller on December 6, 1962.

Act It may be noted that, in accordance with the Bank Merger
4i0()f 1960, it was necessary for the Comptroller of the Currency,

te acting on the merger, to obtain advisory reports as to the
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The Honorable Frank L. Farrar -2-

competitive effects of the merger from the Attorney General of the

United States as well as from the FDIC and the Board of Governors

of the Federal Reserve System. However, the responsibility for

aPproving or disapproving the merger rested solely with the Comptroller
of the Currency. For this reason; the Board's approval of the pro-

Posed merger was neither requested nor given.

Under the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956, it is necessary
fO1 a bank holding company to obtain prior approval of the Board of

Governors in connection with the acquisition by such company of owner-
!hi') or control of more than 5 per cent of the voting shares of any

bank, unless, prior to such acquisition, a majority of the bank's

voting shares is awned by the acquiring bank holding company. That
iekt also requires the Board's prior approval in any case in which a

bank holding company or a subsidiary thereof, other than a bank,

acquires all or substantially all of the assets of the bank. These

psrovisions, however, were not applicable in this instance, and the

!°ard's approval of the transaction was therefore not required under

Lhe Bank Holding Company Act.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Merritt Sherman

Merritt Sherman,
Secretary.



BOARD OF GOVERNORS

OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551

Item No. 5
4/29/64

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

April 29, 1964.

4r. Frederick L. Deming,
Chairman, Board of Trustees
°f the Retirement System of
,the Federal Reserve Banks,

;10 Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis,
inneapolis, Minnesota. 55440

t/ear Mr. Deming:

As you were advised by telephone today, the Bo
ard again

reviewed the proposal of the Conference of Presid
ents, as

d,"smitted by Mr. Hayes in his letter of January 3
1, 1964, for

edtribution of excess earnings of the Retireme
nt System of the

a eral Reserve Banks. The Board is of the opinion that this is

ti latter that should be given full consideration 
and has indicated

di t it would be prepared, at this time, to revi
ew a proposal for

instribution of excess earnings if submitted, 
with the understand-

hat this would in no way be considered as a 
willingness to

1,101t/I °ve or disapprove. In the submission of a proposal, the 
Board

for d like to have included examples of the 
effect of the proposal

and distribution upon the retirement a
llowances of active employees

°f retirees of the System.

In its consideration, the Board was of the 
opinion that

anY ehange in the Retirement System's Rules and
 Regulations con-

the ,ng distribution of excess earnings 
should not be submitted to

'-nternal Revenue Service informally at thi
s time.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Merritt Sherman

Merritt Sherman,

Secretary.

Mr. Marcus A. Harris


